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The west and south fronts of Wallington, Northumberland, with Clock Tower beyond 
1989 © the artist

My maternal grandmother, Patricia (1915-2013) lived in the west flat at Wallington in Northumberland until 2011. Her 
father Sir Charles Trevelyan (3rd bart. 1870-1958) was a Radical and they had visited Soviet Russia together in 1935, 

following which he stated his intention to give away his entire 13,500 acre 
Wallington estate and country house to “be held in perpetuity for the people of my 
country”. The National Trust Act 1937 enabled him to do this and the NT Country 
Houses Scheme meant two generations could continue to live there if they chose, 
despite being disinherited. After 1966 the rest of the house became a museum 
but the west flat of my grandmother, with five of the most elegant rooms, was hers 
for life; somewhere I was looked after regularly as a boy. 

Sir Charles Trevelyan 
2000 © the artist 
National Trust Collection 

Patricia circa 1930 
1993 © the artist

Kitchen (Have you read all the John Buchans?) 85cm x 75cm, 2013 © the artist 
This was the first room in Wallington’s upstairs west side enfilade. Originally a dressing 
room for Great Western, which you find through a door to the left of the window, The 
kitchen was made in 1966 and was the best place to arrive when cold, wet, tired and 
hungry.  
The window is 4th from the left on the upper west front.
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Wallington

Patricia  
2002 © the artist



 

Being with her always felt right. Being sure enough of a feeling to express it through art is a gift which she gave me. I 
was born in Belfast in 1968, unaware of the Troubles, unaware as well of my parents’ marriage problems which meant 
they grew ever further apart during my childhood in West London, divorcing without warning in 1985. My 
Grandmother’s love had an emotional truth that I felt deeply. My first detailed 
drawing shows everything I could see around her sitting room fireplace. The 
single figure in a frame to the right of the fire is a photo of my 
grandfather Philip, who died when my mother was only two. He left 
b e h i n d a g r e a t m a n y sketchbooks. These and the work of 
my father’s grandmother, the artist Mabel Parker I was able to see 

what it takes to paint.  

When I was fifteen I realised 
I had the drive to draw 
endlessly, starting with my 
family as a subject. When 
my grandmother saw my 
self-portrait she thought it 
was Philip. Together we felt 
the mysterious power of art and for the rest of her life the drawing 
hung above the doorway outside her room, which became my 
studio when she found living at Wallington too difficult.  

I wanted to fill the void she was leaving. I explained to 
Wallington’s managers how the atmospheric studios of el Greco 
and Sorolla in Spain had inspired me to win the Royal Academy 
of Art’s Richard Ford Award after graduating from Newcastle 

Polytechnic in 1992 and that establishing an “avant-garde aristocratic” studio could be a way of maintaining a link to 
the donor family within the house that championed creativity. Such a studio was indeed feasible while my 
grandmother was alive. She died in 2013.
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Sitting room fireplace, Wallington, drawn 
when I was five, growing used to the effects 
of asthma attacks on my perception  
1974 © the artist

Self-portrait                                      Philip Cheswright 
1984 © the artist                              circa 1940

Sorolla’s studio, Madrid  
1988 © the artist

End Passage (Removing the last little chair) 85cm x 75cm, 2013 © the artist 
Photograph albums dating back to the 19th century were kept here and my 
grandmother’s favourites hung on the walls. The door to the right leads to Little Western. 
The door to the left goes to my grandmother’s bedroom which had a 20ft long trapeze 
and it is where I had my studio for two years. 
The window is 3rd from the right on the upper west front

Off Dublin, on paper 
Mabel Parker (1868-1956) 



 

In 2010, faced with the probability that the west flat would one day feel unfamiliar I set about painting that passing of  
time when Wallington was a home. The paintings were large and I started two at a time with the second of each pair 
making adventurous references outside Wallington, which was the way my grandmother liked people to be.  

Upon her return from Russia in 1935 my grandmother was put in charge of the Home Farm at Wallington by her father 
and her interest in the changing seasons and desire to get things done and engage with others in the countryside 
never left her. As the ability to do what she loved decreased she felt lost, asking me “what shall I do?” 

 TC
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South West Corner  
(What shall I do?)  
210cm x 140cm, 2010-2012  
© the artist 
I asked my grandmother to sit 
for me, looking out from her 
bedroom w indow a t her 
favourite view. She breakfasted 
each day in this spot and knew 
the land intimately, pointing out 
Salter’s Nick next to Shafto 
Crag on the horizon. I told her 
h o w f u t u re g e n e r a t i o n s 
deserved to know about her 
life at Wallington.  

The swing that could be 
attached to trapeze ropes, 
bolted into the 18’ high ceiling, 
hangs in the foreground and 
when it wasn’t being enjoyed 
by children I used it several 
times to trace arcs into the  
compositions as the series 
developed.  

My family and the National 
Trust understood my desire to 
use this room as a studio from 
2011 to 2013. The window is 
1st from the left on the upper 
south front. 

Wallington 
Country Life 1970
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Gran’s charm and charisma helped establish the Clock Tower Tea Room at Wallington, which she ran until 1985, often 
playing the Northumbrian smallpipes for visitors with Jack Armstrong, inspiring my portraits of them both. Her earliest 
experiences of Wallington were Sunday afternoon visits to do a jigsaw with her grandfather, Sir George Otto Trevelyan 

(2nd bart. 1838-1928) with a carriage ride across the estate towards the 
moors. Little did he know that it would be his youngest grand daughter 
that would carve out legendary status at Wallington. It is said that 
because of the warmth of his character Wallington passed to our branch 
of the Trevelyan family. Pauline Lady Trevelyan, a friend of Ruskin and 
champ ion o f Sw inbur ne among o the rs , 
encouraged her husband Sir Walter Calverley 
Trevelyan (1797-1879) to do this. George Otto’s 
wife, Caroline was a prolific watercolourist and I felt 
honoured to see my early works join hers hanging 
on the walls of the West Flat as my portraits for the 

National Trust were hung in the house 
downstairs.

Central Hall (Time and Tide; my grandmother as a child, far left, visiting her grandfather George Otto, right) 160cm x 140cm, 2012 © the artist  
To get to the West Flat you climb the stone stairs from the small north courtyard and emerge onto the landing that runs round the arcaded 
Venice-inspired Victorian Central Hall. Loosely based on an early lithograph I made as an undergraduate at Newcastle Polytechnic (1989), in 
the present work I started to imagine with clearer vision how the 19th century artists like Rossetti, Millais, Ruskin and Swinburne had stayed at 
Wallington. The reference to outside is made through the depiction of an ornithopter (wings) because of the pioneering spirit and risk-taking 
of early aviation which I was exploring in my London studio at the time.                  

Jack Armstrong                       Patricia Jennings 
1998 © the artist                     1994 © the artist 
Private Collection                    National Trust Collection 
                                                   

 TC

Wallington 
Country Life 1970
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West enfilade from the south west corner (Crossing the Courtyard; Caroline Phillips seated left of centre) 150cm x 130cm, 2012 © the artist                  
This room with the swing was the nursery while my mother’s generation were growing up, inhabiting Wallington before, during and after the 
Second World War. My grandmother’s sister Marjorie, to whom she was very close, is the kneeling figure. Her grandchildren have also grown 
up with a strong connection to Wallington. Other cousins like Julian Trevelyan, depicted with Mary Fedden in the distant sitting room, also 
knew Wallington well. Their studio in Hammersmith was an inspiration to me, growing up in Twickenham.

The relationship between George and Caroline was an enduring love affair that had been blocked by her uncle but 
when George had met Garibaldi, the marriage was allowed 
(1869) and their happiness lasted 59 
years. I read about this again in Laura 
Trevelyan’s “A Very British Family” but 
such stories emerged earlier in the 
2012 paintings. Coincidences and 
chance associations were made 
instinctively, much like in a dream. 
That summer I spoke about artistic 
vision at the Trevelyan College 
graduates dinner in Durham University, 
a year after I had completed The 
Future Looks Up The Past Looks Down 
(left) for the college refectory and how, 
through my experience at Wallington, I 
sensed the closeness between the act 
of painting and how we dream; with 
true vision.  

The Past Looks Down,  
The Future Looks Up  
150cm x 130cm 2011 © the artist 
Durham University 
Auckland Castle’s Zurbarans 
appear inverted along the top Detail; G.M.Trevelyan the historian 

reveal ing por t ra i t heads of 
Garibaldi and William III, about 
whom he wrote.

Bob Trevelyan (Poet)    
150cm x 75cm 
2012 © the artist 
Durham University    

 TC
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West enfilade from the north west corner (To the Front Park) 150cm x 130cm, 2012 © the artist                                                                                        TC 
The central group is inspired by a short series of Box Brownie photographs with amazing light taken on the moors, probably by Molly, my great 
grandmother. The seated figure putting on shoes is from a photo of G.M.Trevelyan fording a stream when walking the Appan Way in Italy circa 1895, 
which was included in the composition one day after wading in the Wansbeck where I was told an old Roman road crossed Northumberland, albeit 
north of Hadrian’s Wall. My grandmother and mother are on the right, from a photo taken by my father.

Awareness of losing a collective memory was combined with the technical challenge of painting 
broadly, with immediacy, in response to light, which I first achieved when painting an extensive series of plein 
air paintings in the parks, streets and squares of Zaragoza, Spain (1988/89), as a young man, also 
learning to speak “como un Maño” (someone from Aragon). Twenty five years on I was made aware of 
Zurburan’s Twelve Tribes of Israel through Robert MacManners’s volume which led me to improvise a scene 
with all twelve standing figures, trying to imagine them coming down off the walls of Auckland Castle. Similarly I 

w a n t e d t o re l e a s e 
memories of Wallington 
f r o m p h o t o g r a p h 
a l b u m s m y 
grandmother kept. I 
a d d e d p e o p l e t o 
pa in t ings tha t had 
begun as interiors or 
landscapes. 

Twelve Tribes Study                        Waliington  
oil on paper                                     2010 © the artist 
2010 © the artist                              
on loan to Auckland Castle                                                                            

Fantasy on Faust by Fortuny which I viewed 
in an exhibition of Arte Espanol del siglo XIX, 
1988, displayed in Goya’s home town 
Zaragoza where I lived for eighteen months. 
© Museo Nacional del Prado 



 

An underlying structure of diagonals and arcs began to be repeated in every painting so that scaling up drawings 
could be done as freely as possible, areas of the raw canvas (muslin on wood) could remain unpainted for as long as 
possible and key details could be located at points of harmony between the 
horizontal and the vertical. I called this compositional tool, which I had 
designed after two decades of river paintings and portraiture, my Golden Blue 

Figure (insert). It remains  central to how I 
work always. 

Central Hall (Landing) 150cm x 130cm, 2013-2015 © the artist                                                                                                                                           TC 
A big Victorian rocking horse, given to my great grandfather in 1875, could still be ridden at Wallington but only when the house was closed to the 
public, in order to avoid disappointing others. The big cats come from Titian’s Bacchus and Ariadne, a copy of which hung in Great Western, my 
grandmother’s sitting room, which can be entered by a door just to the left of the cats. Painting in this landing space was an emotional and physical 
challenge helped by the Golden Blue Figure. 

Landing I (above) in oil on 
muslin on wood 130 x 115cm                                                      
130cm x 115cm 
2010-2012 © the artist  
Private Collection                                                  

Central Hall (Landing)  
in progress         
2012-2013 © the artist                                     

                 Bacchus and Ariadne 
                 Titian © Nat. Gallery                                    
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  Great Western with Bacchus & Ariadne  
  between the windows, 2002 © the artist                                    

Lars (left) on paper                                                    
170cm x 115cm 
© the artist  
                                                 



  

It is possible that we have experienced the last big family gathering at Wallington. The closeness of my grandmother’s 
siblings and the grand scale of the house created the chance for big family parties to become regular features in the 
landscape of our memories. When my great uncle George retired as warden at Attingham Park there was a gathering 

of family there, in Shropshire. I was three and one 
of my earliest memories is a moment during that 
weekend in 1971 and because of the summer 
light and ability to revisit this legendary event 
through photos and cine films, the 1997 portrait 
of George on the Wrekin I made for the National 
Trust has peculiar depth. Moreover, during the 
year of the commission I became a father for the 
first time and my daughter’s existence changed 
my perception of the world with awakening 
consciousness.
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Great Western (Sitting Room) 130cm x 119cm, 2013-2015 © the artist                                                                                                                                
Finished around the time of my grandmother’s funeral in June 2013, my immediate family are present again and we were fortunate to stay at Wallington 
during most of the school holidays those years. The figure on the left facing out is based on a portrait of Gertrude Bell by Sargent. 
The doorway to the right leads back to the kitchen and the doorway to the left leads to Little Western.  The two windows are the upstairs middle ones on 
the west front.

The Times  
20th Feb’1997

Central Hall, Wallington with George 
on the Wrekin to the left, viewed by 
over a million visitors since 1997 
© the artist 



 

Although the rooms of the west flat are vast there are not very many of them so the bedroom called Little Western with 
its half-tester bed, would be shared overnight by children. However grand the bed, having to share it with a sibling is 
an eternal source of frustration; I found it so with my brother and my sons were the same. Sibling relationships are a 
cocktail of love and hate with a twist of DNA and through them we can view the endless arc of time, which is 
symbolised in these works by the arcs of the golden blue figure. With an arc there is something incomplete, like a 
wave of emotion. Discovering that the Russian collector Shchukin bought Matisse’s work even before his first 
exhibition in 1904 and took paintings that Matisse was not sure he had finished has 

stayed near the surface of my consciousness 
since I was nineteen in Spain (1988).
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Little Western 150cm x 119cm, 2013 © the artist                                                                                                                                                                 
The penultimate room of the enfilade with a doorway onto the passage outside the room in the south west corner, with the rocking seen through that 
doorway. The figure is doing a jigsaw; one of the many puzzles my grandmother made in the late 1980s and early 90s, while I was doing my degree in 
Newcastle and a screen print apprenticeship in El Taller Rene Portocarrero, Havana, Cuba. 

April Fool (Havana) 
Scene on the tropical arc of the Malecon 
where a dead body had been pulled from 
the water. 2011-2012 © the artist 

Early Matisse Exhibition Catalogue 
1988 Centro de arte Reina Sofia, Madrid 
I spent a whole day in the exhibition with a 
catalogue (I perhaps should have been 
drawing) burning the images into my mind, 
admiring the daring with which he could 
leave the work. Matisse was in Andalucia 
and Morocco, I was in Aragon and 
Catalunya.



 

In the mid-1990s our summers at Wallington generated paintings in the genre of 
conversation pieces which led to me becoming a gallery artist with Mercury Gallery in Cork 
Street, London W1. The settings were generally outside, as far afield as Hadrian’s wall and 
the North Sea but also the woods around the house. I had learnt a great deal from the 

N a t i o n a l G a l l e r y ’s 
analysis of Thomas 
Gainsborough’s early 
work and used black, 
olive green 
a n d g o l d 
ochre as key 
colours.
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West Wood (Wishing Well) 130cm x 119cm, 2013-2015 © the artist 
My main activity as a boy at Wallington was roaming the west woods that were laid out in the 18th century with three ponds on different levels 
connected by overflow streams. The fear always felt from walking past the deep, dark mouth of the ice-house opening under the yew tree mound as you 
enter the wood contrasts sharply with the delight of the wishing well at the foot of a great oak nearby. 

        West Wood 
1996 © the artist

Conversation Piece 
1997 © the artist 
Private Collection

National Gallery Catalogue 
1997

Conversation Piece 
1997 © the artist



 

I felt privileged to have a studio in Wallington where a strong sense of the past could be transcended by a desire to 
live in the present, which is what painting with immediacy is. Such impossible ambition and occasionally doomed 
frustration also applied to the Flights of Gravity series in London. The avant-garde characters with whom I most 

identified in that narrative appeared in my imagination at Wallington, flaunting 
any insu l t , ex is t ing 
outside time which is 
lost but it is there in the 
work. Anachronistic, like 
a n a r i s t o c r a t , w i t h 
something l ike t rue 
vision to paint better. I 
learnt techniques to 
achieve this, the first 
being how to keep my 
head still. 
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South west corner (Studio with ‘Gull’) 150cm x 130cm, 2013-2015 © the artist                                                                                                                   TC 
The doorway between the two male figures leads to the Shafto bedroom. The man in the hat is based on the pioneering flight engineer Oscar  
Gnosspelius and the central figure is a young Jack Parker, my great uncle, who was chief test pilot for the flying boats and sea planes of Shorts 
Brothers, having met Gnosspelius on Lake Windermere before 1919. 
The two shuttered windows on the extreme right are the 1st two upstairs windows on the west front, from the right.

South west  corner studio, Wallington  
2013 © Topher McGrillis

Flights from Gravity (S45 Shortly before 
capsizing)  
115cm x 130cm  
2011-2015 © the artist
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Bedroom (Shafto) 130cm x 119cm, 2013-2015 © the artist 
The doorway to the right leads back to the room on the south west corner. My great grandmother Molly, Gertrude Bell’s half-sister is seated at the table 
and a younger Molly drifts to the right edge of the painting. My grandmother’s sister, Kitty, facing us from next to the window, had chosen the Shafto 
bedroom for herself when the family moved into Wallington in 1928. How she wrote about the room in A Fool in Love echoes the experience of looking 
south that I tried to capture in different ways over the years. 
The two windows are the 2nd and 3rd upstairs windows on the south front, from the left.

Another element for successful painting is found at the end of each day when the exact nature of the tip of the brush 
is entirely understood and brushstrokes are made without thought, instinctively, 
by feel. I have called it presentimentation, seeing the irrational universe, like 
when we sleep. Remembered dreams, and re-viewed paintings give us the 

chance to become familiar with mystery, which 
is a fundamental paradox but art can do that.  

Francis Bacon said the artist’s job is to deepen 
the mystery. I would add that the place this all 
happens is a land of make-believe, which is 
one way to view the art world itself (“Passion, 
Timing and Success” May 2015, Hill Street, 
Mayfair.)

Shafto pinhole photo 
1990 © the artist Mother and Child 

1997 © the artist 


